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APÉRITIF & DIGESTIF 

Antica Formula 
BrancaMenta
Carpano Vermouth
Carpano Botanic Bitter 
Fernet-Branca 
Peychaud's Aperitivo
Punt e Mes 

COGNAC 

Seignette VS 
Seignette VS 

GIN 

Broker's Gin
Warner's 
London Dry Gin
Warner's 
Sloe Gin
Warner's 
Rhubarb Gin
Warner's 
Raspberry Gin
Warner's 
Elderflower Gin

Warner's 
Honeybee Gin
Warner's 
Lemon Balm Gin
Warner's 
Harrington Dry Gin
Warner's 
Christmas Cake Gin

LIQUEUR WITH WHISKEY

Five Farms Irish Cream
Southern Comfort
Southern Comfort RTD 
Southern Comfort Black 
Southern Comfort 100 Proof 

RUM

Black Magic 
Myers's Rum 
Jung & Wulff Trinidad No.1 
Jung & Wulff Guyana No.2 
Jung & Wulff Barbados No.3 
Trash & Treasure  
Spiced Botanical Rum

SHOTS 

Antica Sambuca 
Burst 
Fireball 
Firefly Moonshine 
Sheep Dog 
Tijuana Sweet Heat 
Tequila Rose
Tuaca 

SPECIALITIES

Bittermens 
Caffè  Borghetti 
Herbsaint 
Goldschläger 
Lazzaroni Amaretto 
Lazzaroni Limoncino 
Lazzaroni Maraschino 
Ming River
Peychaud's Bitters
Regans’ Bitters
Sebor Absinth 
Volare
Warner's 0% Botanic Garden 

Spirits 
Juniper Double Dry
Warner's 0% Botanic Garden 
Spirits 
Pink Berry

TEQUILA & MEZCAL

Corazón 
Pueblo Viejo 
Expresiones del Corazón 
San Matias  
Tahona Blanco
San Matias  
Gran Reserva
San Matias  
Rey Sol
Monte Alban 
Montezuma 

VODKA

FRÏS Vodka 
Wheatley Vodka 

WHISKEY

Buffalo Trace 

Benchmark 
Eagle Rare 
White Dog 
W.L. Weller 
Antique Collection 
Old Rip Van Winkle 
Stagg Jr. 
1792 
E.H. Taylor, Jr. 
Sazerac Rye 
Paddy 
Paul John 
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APÉrITIF & DIGESTIF

Antica 
Formula 
A classic, unique and unmistakable Italian vermouth.

First invented in 1786, in Turin by Antonio benedetto Carpano, its inimitable 
recipe remains unchanged to this day. 
made from white wine, Piedmontese muscatel and the rich wines of southern 
Italy. Its taste comes from carefully selected, brewed mountain herbs 
although its most prominent feature is its vanilla bouquet, matched by notes 
of spices and dried fruit such as star anise, orange peel and dates.

Tasting notes
A strong vanilla bouquet matched by notes of spices and  
dried fruits.

Awards
best Sweet The World vermouth Awards 2018
best Sweet The World vermouth Awards 2017

Country of Origin 
Italy

Abv% 
16.5%

bottle Size 
37.5cl, 1L 

bottles per Case 
12, 6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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APÉrITIF & DIGESTIF 

BrancaMenta
A journey since 1965.
The story goes that, before going on stage, maria Callas liked to drink a 
glass of Fernet-branca with a few mint leaves to make a bitter taste, fresh 
and subtle. This prompted research into the production of brancamenta a 
recipe containing herbs and spices, surprisingly enhanced by essential oil of 
peppermint from Piedmont, the finest in the world.
renowned as an all-occasion refresher. Serve straight from the freezer for 
optimum results.

Tasting notes
Combines a rooty herbal bitterness with a cleansing mint freshness.

Country of Origin 
Italy

Abv% 
28%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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APÉrITIF & DIGESTIF 

Carpano 
Vermouth
In 1786 Antonio Benedetto Carpano invented the first 
vermouth. 
Carpano began life in a wine shop in Turin run by the Carpano family, as the 
popularity of their aperitif wines soared, the business grew into a beloved 
brand with a global legacy amongst vermouth drinkers and bartenders alike. 
Now a part of the branca family, Carpano has stood the test of time for over 
two centuries and continues to be the ideal cocktail ingredient today.

Carpano Bianco
A fresh and complex aroma and an easily identifiable winey note, in addition 
to citrusy and exotic fruit flavours. Fresh cocoa beans and almonds complete 
the bouquet of this delicious vermouth.

Carpano Classico
Spicy, citrusy hints come together in a harmonious blend of flavours, 
complementing the wormwood notes, to give this classic vermouth a 
balanced and smooth unique taste.

Carpano Dry
Its aroma is characterised by a balanced and well-structured, yet not 
overwhelming richness of scents: candied fruit, spices, coriander, incense, 
lemon, essential oil.

Awards
best vermouth - The World vermouth Awards 2018
best Dry - The World vermouth Awards 2017
best Semi-Dry - The World vermouth Awards 2017

Country of Origin 
Italy

Abv% 
14.9 - 18%

bottle Size 
1L

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100
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APÉrITIF & DIGESTIF 

Carpano 
Botanic Bitter 
Carpano Botanic Bitter is a contemporary premium 
bitter, with over 230 years of passion for quality 
without compromises from the Fratelli Branca distillery.
The unique and unmistakable taste bringing a new dimension to cocktails 
such as the Negroni, Americano and boulevardier. A brilliant ruby red, with 
a richness of flavour from the 10 botanicals, expertly balanced and infused 
through artisan methods.

Tasting notes
Initially sweet, yet balanced with flavours of citrus and plantains, with a hint 
of barley, fresh almonds, followed by long notes of bitterness from myrrh and 
gentian.

Country of Origin 
Italy

Abv% 
25%

bottle Size 
1l

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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APÉrITIF & DIGESTIF

Fernet-Branca 
The bartender's handshake, Fernet Branca, is an all-natural, 
aromatic bitter made with over 27 herbs, spices and roots 
from four continents.

born in 1845, Fernet-branca, is a secret formula passed down from generation 
to generation. Today, the only custodian of  
the Fernet-branca formula is the president, Niccolo branca,  
who personally measures out the aromatics during the production process. 
Fernet-branca is aged for at least one year in oak barrels and has a light 
brown colour with amber hues.

Tasting notes
Intensely herbal with a combination of deep, earthy, root notes and bitter 
high notes.

Country of Origin 
Italy

Abv% 
39%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM



A. A. Peychaud

LIQUEUR 11% ALC/VOL (22 PROOF)
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APÉrITIF & DIGESTIF 

Peychaud's 
Aperitivo
A delightful and refreshing apértif.
As the lead bartender of the Sazerac Coffeehouse, in New Orleans, Antoine 
Peychaud was at his best mixing simple cocktails using his Peychaud’s bitters. 
It is this belief in simplicity and quality that serves as the basis for Peychaud’s 
Aperitivo.

Tasting notes
Peychaud's is a complex balance of bitter orange, grapefruit sherbet and 
caramelised cherries, balanced with light, fragrant, herbal notes. Perfect 
combined with prosecco & soda water for a Peychaud’s Spritz.

Country of Origin 
USA

Abv% 
11%

bottle Size 
75cl

bottles per Case 
12

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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APÉrITIF & DIGESTIF 

Punt e Mes 
One of the worlds most popular red vermouths. A 
combination of dry white wine flavoured with aromatic 
herbs and spices.
The story dates back to an 1870 stockbroker, caught up in a debate with a few 
colleagues at bottega Carpano, ordered a Sweet vermouth laced with half 
a dose of bitter Quina Liqueur using a Piedmont dialect expression: “Punt e 
mes” (roughly translatable as “one and a half”).

Tasting notes
Punt e mes has a golden, orange colour with topaz tones and aromas 
reminiscent of herbs, with hints of quina, toffee and cloves. Pleasantly soft in 
taste, marked by captivating accents of zesty orange.

Awards
Gold medal - International Spirits Challenge 2018
Gold medal - International Spirits Challenge 2017
World's best Semi-Sweet  - World vermouth Awards 2020 & 17 

Country of Origin 
Italy

Abv% 
16%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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COGNAC

Seignette VS 
A contemporary homage to the original Seignette 
cognac, established 200 years ago. 
Seignette vS’s fresh aesthetic and depth of flavour is set to engage a 
new generation of spirit-lovers and inspire bartenders with its extensive 
compatibility for cocktails and mixed drinks
The Seignette family can be traced back to the 17th century Western French 
coast, known as prominent traders in salt and cognac in the La rochelle 
region. Their coat of arms is recognised by a swan, which historically 
populated the banks of the Charente river in Cognac, as well as being a 
symbol of power, grace and elegance. The swan features on the Seignette vS 
label in tribute to the family’s legacy. Today we are proud to revive and build 
on the brand's long heritage, so that a new generation can enjoy the fine 
quality that made the reputation of Seignette Cognac.

Tasting notes
Seignette vS is a modern-day cognac with notes of dried apricot, vanilla and 
hints of honeysuckle on the nose, followed by oaky vanilla notes, a touch 
of citrus and a long, creamy finish on the palate. It’s fresh, with depth and 
flavour

Country of Origin 
France

Abv% 
40%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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COGNAC

Seignette VS 
The Sazerac de Forge & Fils “Finest Original” Cognac 
blend includes cognacs made from a number of old 
and rare native grape varieties. 
This gives us the unique opportunity to enjoy cognac as it was 150 years ago, 
prior to the Phylloxera epidemic that forever changed the cognac-making 
process. blended with cognacs that have aged between seven and fifty years, 
our cognac is complex, full of character and inevitably produced in very small 
quantities. It will be a challenge to find around the world, but well worth the 
search.

Tasting notes
rich and floral, it is distinctly creamy in texture, showing hints of exotic spice 
on the palate, with a long, soft finish and a hint of natural sweetness.

Country of Origin 
France

Abv% 
47%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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GIN

Broker's Gin
Quadruple-distilled pure grain gin made from English 
wheat, with the finest herbs, spices and fruit imported from 
three continents. Broker's Gin is specially blended to be 
dry.

Launched in 1998, broker's was created by brothers martin and Andy Dawson, 
made in a 200-year-old distillery in the heart of England using a traditional 
copper pot-still. The recipe is also as old as the distillery. 
For more information visit www.brokersGin.com.

Tasting notes
Traditional style with juniper freshness, strong orange and lemon zestiness 
with a lingering, cracked black pepper spice.

Awards
Gold medal - The Gin masters 2017 
Gold medal; Super Premium Category - London Gin masters 2013 
Silver medal; Outstanding -International Wine & Spirits Competition 2013

Country of Origin 
UK

Abv% 
40%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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GIN

Warner's 
London Dry Gin
Our original London Dry was a belter, but we’ve made it 
even better. We’re proper proud of our new recipe. Most 
ingredients are grown a short stomp from the distillery. 
We’re using fresh botanicals like lavender, angelica root, 
lemon verbena, because… well Real Tastes Better

For Warner's London Dry Gin we use citrus peel, taken from a local fruit 
factory that used to chuck its peel into landfill. Now we turn it into glorious, 
new-and-improved London dry gin instead. Our team distil 11 carefully 
selected botanicals by hand, in small batches, through our bespoke copper 
still “Curiosity”. Every batch is distilled using water from our own spring on 
Falls Farm, where every bottle of Warner’s is born.
botanicals include Juniper, Fresh Discarded Lemon Peel, Coriander, 
Elderflower, Cinnamon, Almond, Farm-grown Angelica root, Farm-grown 
Lavender, Farm-grown Lemon verbena, Nutmeg.

Tasting notes
bold juniper combines with the vibrant lemon verbena and peppery angelica 
root straight from the farm, reminiscent of taking a stroll through our 
botanical gardens.
Zesty lemon explodes and lingers on the palate, whilst slowly revealing subtle 
floral and earthy undertones
A gentle spicy finish captures the essence of the coriander, cinnamon and 
angelica root

Awards
master The Gin masters 2021
Stakeholder management Footprint Drinks Sustainability 

Award
2020

Waste Prevention and 
management

Footprint Drinks Sustainability 
Award

2020

Country of Origin 
UK

Abv% 
40

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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GIN

Warner's 
Sloe Gin
Real sloe berries, some of which are hand-picked from 
our hedgerows, are steeped in our global award-winning 
Harrington Dry Gin for a month. A seriously sloe process. 
(Sorry.) Multi-award winning, this is one of a very limited 
number of Sloe Gins to have picked up a Gold Medal at the 
San Francisco World Spirits Competition

real sloe berries, some of which are hand-picked from our hedgerows, are 
steeped in our global award-winning Harrington Dry Gin. Each year, early 
October, we invite every man and his dog to swap their sloes at our farm. 
What do they get in return? World-beating sloe gin, obviously.

Tasting notes
rich sloe and cherry with blood oranges give a luscious nose with some 
sweetness and a slight sour note.
A wonderfully thick feel, with blackberry jam and a little nutmeg. Cinnamon 
mixes with the tart sloes and a little sweet orange to give a truly decadent 
experience.
The finish is long with dark chocolate, juniper and some sweetness the lingers 
gently on the palate.

Awards
Double Gold San Francisco World Spirits 

Competition
2015

Stakeholder management Footprint Drinks Sustainability 
Award

2020

Waste Prevention & 
management

Footprint Drinks Sustainability 
Award

2020

Country of Origin 
UK

Abv% 
30

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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GIN

Warner's 
Rhubarb Gin
Officially the world’s first rhubarb gin. Packed full of flavour 
with one-third rhubarb juice, so it’s naturally pink. It tastes 
like rhubarb, cause’ it is ruddy rhubarb. No pink gin 
imposters here!

Each bottle contains 34% freshly pressed English rhubarb juice which creates 
a fruity & refreshing masterpiece.The original rhubarb gin, inspired by a crop 
of rhubarb grown by Queen victoria in the kitchen gardens of buckingham 
Palace. The rhubarb juice is extracted using a traditional fruit press and then 
used to cut back our award winning Harrington Dry Gin.

Tasting notes
Fresh, tangy rhubarb explodes on the nose with a pinch of black pepper.
The palate gives complex and mouth-watering rhubarb with cardamom and 
sweet orange.
rhubarb returns with cinnamon for a long, sweet finish

Awards
Gold The Gin masters 2019
Gold The Gin masters 2017
Stakeholder management Footprint Drinks Sustainability 

Award
2020

Waste Prevention & 
management

Footprint Drinks Sustainability 
Award

2020

Country of Origin 
UK

Abv% 
40

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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GIN

Warner's 
Raspberry Gin
Jam packed full of flavour and fruit including raspberries 
and blackberries, this epic liquid contains one-third of lip-
smacking berry juice. Insanely refreshing. Born from our 
farm, not a factory this kick ass creation was originally 
made for the local beer festival way back in 2016

Each bottle contains one-third fresh raspberries, blackberries and our hand-
picked hedgerow elderflowers. raspberry gin sales have helped fund vital 
award-winning conservation work with the People’s Trust for Endangered 
Species, something we continue to do as 1% For The Planet members.

Tasting notes
The nose bursts with ripe, juicy raspberries and home-cooked jam. Hints of 
bramble vines add depth and spice.
vibrant raspberry coulis covers the palate and melds with fresh, tart 
blackberries and juniper.
Elderflower and blackcurrant combine on the finish to give a soft and 
lingering zing.

Awards
Stakeholder management Footprint Drinks Sustainability 

Award
2020

Waste Prevention & 
management

Footprint Drinks Sustainability 
Award

2020

Silver The Gin msters 2019

Country of Origin 
UK

Abv% 
40

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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GIN

Warner's 
Elderflower Gin
Warning: more than 300 elderflowers lost their heads in 
the making of every bottle. It’s packed full of flavour. It’s 
a cheers to Adèle, Tom’s mum, who came up with the 
original recipe for this fine tasting liquid.

Harvested just once a year, each bottle is infused with 300 individually hand-
picked elderflowers from our local hedgerows. Infused with floral notes, this 
liquid dances nicely on the palate and is the perfect tipple to drink during the 
warm Summer evenings – It’s nature in a bottle.

Tasting notes
Lovely soft floral elderflower with hints of lychees and some more subtle 
Juniper.
A lemony zing mixes wonderfully with the elderflower giving a beautiful 
smooth mouthfeel like icing sugar with delicate spice and a little vanilla.
The juniper fades out leaving cardamom and cinnamon with elderflower to 
give a long finish with a bouquet of floral and spicy flavours lingering softly.

Awards
Gold The Gin mAsters 2018
Stakeholder management Footprint Drinks Sustainability 

Award
2020

Waste Prevention & 
management

Footprint Drinks Sustainability 
Award

2020

Country of Origin 
UK

Abv% 
40

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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GIN

Warner's 
Honeybee Gin
Not just any old honey gin. This is honeybee gin. 
Dedicated to the millions of teammates we’ve got on the 
farm. Our bees rock. They keep our 10 acres of botanicals 
healthy and give us a big dollop of honey for every bottle of 
honeybee gin.

Hand-harvested honey from Falls Farm, along with lavender, hibiscus, rose 
and blue corn flower combine to make this a wonderfully complex yet 
delicate gin. Our bees are properly looked after, in tip-top hives. They’ve even 
got their own beekeeper to work with, or against, as they see fit. And to keep 
them buzzing – and the gin delicious – 5 acres of our farm is now a wildflower 
paradise

Tasting notes
A complex floral bouquet on the nose with sweet honey and subtle spice.
The palate is soft and creamy with lavender, rose and hints of grapefruit giving 
it a little zest.
The finish is smooth and enduring with the dry-sweet spice of juniper and 
elderflower followed by lingering honey.

Awards
Silver The Gin masters 2019
Silver San Francisco World Spirits 

Competition
2018

Stakeholder management Footprint Drinks Sustainability 
Award

2020

Waste Prevention & 
management

Footprint Drinks Sustainability 
Award

2020

Country of Origin 
UK

Abv% 
40

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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GIN

Warner's 
Lemon Balm Gin
Fresher than fresh. Once we’ve picked the lemon balm on 
our farm, we’ve got just one hour – ONE HOUR – to get it to 
the distillery. Who thought this was a good idea? This is a 
belter of a liquid and one of our most self sufficient. There’s 
no corner cutting here, just proper commitment to the 
planet and making the best bloomin’ gin possible

Self-sufficient in the 3 core botanicals; Lemon balm, Lemon verbena & Lemon 
Thyme, all of which are grown on Falls Farm. Core botanicals grown on the 
farm, harvested by hand and distilled fresh within minutes, resulting in an 
incredibly fresh and herbaceous gin that captures flavours that dry botanicals 
cannot replicate

Tasting notes
Fresh herbaceous lemon balm and juniper explode on the nose.
Lemon verbena brings zingy lemon sherbet to the palate. Lemon thyme offers 
a gentle tingling on the tongue with honeyed figs.
The finish is smooth and lasting with pink pepper, citrus and soft lavender.

Awards
Gold The Gin masters 2021
Gold berlin International Spirits 

Competition
2018

Stakeholder management Footprint Drinks Sustainability 
Award

2020

Waste Prevention & 
management

Footprint Drinks Sustainability 
Award

2020

Country of Origin 
UK

Abv% 
40

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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GIN

Warner's 
Harrington Dry Gin
Named after our village. Made with spring water from our 
farm. This is us in a bottle. You’ll struggle to keep a lid on 
it. Bit like us. Our first born, is the most distinctive and bold 
of them all. Some say it’s the James Bond of the range and 
packs a mighty punch at 44%!

The Harrington Dry Gin is a London Dry style gin at 44& Abv. Hand-crafted 
with nature on Falls Farm, we grow our own herbs & botanicals and are 
working to become self-sufficient where possible. We distil using fresh water 
from our Farm’s natural spring which is located only 300m from the distillery. 
Our team distil in small batches, through our bespoke copper still “Curiosity”; 
the first of its kind used in the UK.

Tasting notes
bold and spicy pepper with cardamom appear on the nose and acquiesce to 
elderflower and subtle vanilla.
Juniper arrives first on the palate and evolves into silky smooth orange and a 
hint of cinnamon.
The finish is long and smooth with gentle nutmeg and black pepper spice.

Awards
Gold San Francisco World Spirits 

Competition
2018

Gold The Gin masters 2021
Gold The Gin masters 2019
Gold International Wine & Spirits 

Competition
2017

Stakeholder management Footprint Drinks Sustainability 
Awards

2020

Waste Prevention and 
management

Footprint Drinks Sustainability 
Awards

2020

Country of Origin 
UK

Abv% 
44

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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GIN

Warner's 
Christmas Cake Gin
Our delicious Christmas Cake gin is back on the festive 
scene this year. Made from dark chocolate, treacle and 
spice. It’s naughty but nice! The recipe is inspired by our 
mum’s traditional homemade Christmas cake: sweet, rich 
& syrupy.

Uniquely distilled with real dark chocolate, ginger, juniper, and festive spices, 
then expertly blended with cherry juice, our hand-picked sloe gin macerate & 
pure treacle

Tasting notes
Nose: nostalgic caramel, with candied orange & sponge cake.
Palate: Jamaican ginger cake texture,
Finish: freshly picked cherry, chocolate & Christmas spices

Awards
Stakeholder management Footprint Drinks Sustainability 

Award
2020

Waste Prevention & 
management

Footprint Drinks Sustainability 
Award

2020

Country of Origin 
UK

Abv% 
40

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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LIQUEUr WITH WHISKEY

Five Farms 
Irish Cream
Produced over in County Cork is Five Farms Irish 
Cream Liqueur! Single batches of fresh cream are 
blended with triple distilled Irish whiskey within 48 
hours of being collected, with the cream sourced 
from five family-owned farms in the region. The bottle 
design and swing-top cap harks back to the early 
1900s, so you can feel all authentic and that. Great in 
desserts or simply served on its own!
Five Farms is a true farm-to-table product, crafted from single batches of 
fresh cream that are combined with premium Irish Whiskey within 48 hours 
of collection to become authentic Irish Cream Liqueur. The cream is sourced 
entirely from five family-owned farms in County Cork, run by families that 
have a deep connection to the land and a passion for their craft.
The Five Farms container is a wide-mouthed glass bottle with embossed 
details, in the style that dates back to the early 1900s. Its closure is a ceramic 
swing-top cap, adding to the authenticity of the design and the reusability of 
the container. The black glass creates an elegant presentation and allows the 
bottle to be recycled. The bottle swings from a metal handle that is easy to 
carry and gives another nod to milk containers of the past.

Tasting notes: 
An inviting nose of butterscotch, caramel fondue, and vanilla bean jumps 
from the glass. The lush palate coats the mouth with flavors of coffee with 
fresh cream, dulce de leche, coconut, maple, and belgian waffles. An intensely 
satisfying after dinner sipper in place of dessert.

Abv% 
17%

bottle Size 
5cl, 70cl

bottles per Case 
9 

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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LIQUEUr WITH WHISKEY

Southern 
Comfort
Created in 1874 by legendary bartender MW. Heron, 
Southern Comfort is a unique blend of sweet spice 
and fruit notes with American whiskey. We have been 
perfecting the recipe for over 140 years, so we know it 
tastes good!
Southern Comfort originates from the city of fun itself, New Orleans, a place 
like no other; a city of optimism, creative self-expression, and togetherness 
where everyone is welcome and there is a party around every corner. We have 
been crafting Southern Comfort for over 140 years, perfecting the recipe to 
create the unique blend of whiskey, fruit, and spices.
Whether enjoyed simply with lemonade and a squeeze of fresh lime or mixed 
to create a range of fun cocktails at home, Southern Comfort is a spirit like no 
other.
For more information visit www.SouthernComfort.co.uk or get in touch at  

 @SouthernComfortUK.

Tasting notes: 
Southern Comfort is a unique blend of sweet spice and fruit notes with 
American whiskey which provides a flavour profile unlike any other. It is a fun 
spirit to mix cocktails with and there is nothing else quite like it.

Abv% 
35%

bottle Size 
5cl, 20cl, 35cl, 50cl, 
70cl, 1L, 1.5L

bottles per Case 
120, 24, 6 

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM



SIGNATURE FLAVOUR.  
SMOOTH TASTE.
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SOUTHErN COmFOrT

Southern 
Comfort RTD 
Created in 1874 by legendary bartender MW. Heron, 
Southern Comfort is a unique blend of sweet spice 
and fruit notes with American whiskey. We have been 
perfecting the recipe for over 140 years, so we know it 
tastes good!
Southern Comfort originates from the city of fun itself, New Orleans, a place 
like no other; a city of optimism, creative self-expression, and togetherness 
where everyone is welcome and there is a party around every corner. We have 
been crafting Southern Comfort for over 140 years, perfecting the recipe to 
create the unique blend of whiskey, fruit, and spices.
Whether enjoyed simply with lemonade and a squeeze of fresh lime or mixed 
to create a range of fun cocktails at home, Southern Comfort is a spirit like no 
other.

Tasting notes 
Delicate aroma of sweet lemonade and fresh lime, refreshing and sessionable 
above all else!

Signature serves 
Enjoy simply with ice or from the can straight out of the fridge.

Abv% 
5%

bottle Size 
33cl

bottles per Case 
12

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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LIQUEUr WITH WHISKEY

Southern 
Comfort 
Black 
Bold enough to take it up a notch?
Southern Comfort black shares all the same unique traits as Southern 
Comfort Original but adds a full bourbon Whiskey kick, with a higher strength 
of 40% Abv. A bold spirit to mix cocktails with - taste the spice and soul of 
New Orleans in every sip.
returning to its whiskey roots - Southern Comfort black is a bold, whiskey 
forward expression at 40% Abv. Developed by Sazerac, owner of some of 
the world’s most award-winning distilleries and crafted by Drew mayville, a 
leading master blender.
For more information visit www.SouthernComfort.co.uk or get in touch at 

 @SouthernComfortUK.

Tasting notes: 
A new robust whiskey profile with iconic fruits and spices.

Signature serves 
We recommend the ‘Sour Cherry Smash.’ Grab a rocks glass and add 50ml 
Southern Comfort black, 30ml cherry puree, 10ml sugar syrup & 15ml of fresh 
lime. Add ice & swizzle, accessorize with a fresh lime wedge

Abv% 
40%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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WHISKEY

Southern 
Comfort 100 
Proof 
Introducing Southern Comfort 100 Proof – bold, 
balanced  
and delicious.
Southern Comfort 100 Proof is a premium, full flavour expression that tastes 
great neat, on the rocks or in a classic craft cocktail. Newly launched in the 
UK, the higher- strength variation will give a bit of extra bite to your cocktail.  

Tasting notes
bold and balanced with core whiskey notes and vibrant caramel and fruit 
accents. 

Awards
Gold medal - New York International Spirits Competition 2018
Gold medal - The American Whiskey masters 2018
Silver medal - North American bourbon & Whiskey Competition 2018
Silver medal - International Spirits Challenge 2018
Gold medal - Los Angeles International Spirits Competition 2018
Gold medal - San Francisco World Spirits Competition 2018
"Excellent; Highly recommended" - 92 points - Ultimate Spirits Challenge 
2018
Silver medal - Denver International Spirits Competition 2018

Abv% 
50%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
60

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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rUm

Black Magic 
Black Magic is a superior black spiced rum with 
exceptional taste. 
A unique blend of light and dark rums from the Caribbean infused with secret 
exotic spices, it is crafted to be more versatile than other brands.
Every sip a new experience; enjoy the aroma of vanilla extract and mixed 
spices, followed by the captivating taste sweet cinnamon and clove with a 
finish that leaves you with a sweet and oaky lingering of brown sugar, vanilla 
and cloves.
Dark, spicy, and complex; black magic’s balanced profile and fullness of 
flavour makes it an excellent stand-out in rum and coke or in cocktails.
There’s much more to black magic… Head over to  
www.blackmagicrum.com to get inspired.

Tasting notes
vanilla extract followed by brown sugar and mixed spices of cinnamon and 
clove then sweet, slight oak finish.

Awards
Gold medal, “best in Class” (Spiced rum Category) - miami rum Festival 2017

Country of Origin 
Puerto Rico

Abv% 
40%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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Myers's Rum 
140 years of rum making tradition passed down 
straight to your glass. 
myers’s is the gold standard in Dark rum. Founded by Fred L. myers in 1879 in 
Kingston, Jamaica, myers’s represents over a century of authentic Jamaican 
heritage, pride, and history. Fred and his son, Horace, were committed to 
producing the highest quality, genuine Jamaican rum that has been trusted 
by consumers for over a century. Today, we are proud to honour that tradition 
and carry on the legacy of the myers family. myers’s is a blend of pot and 
column distilled Jamaican rums that are masterfully distilled to deliver 
trusted quality that has made myers’s a back-bar staple for over a century. 
myers’s is aged in small oak barrels and carefully blended to create its unique 
colour and flavour that have made it the standard in Dark rum
Tasting notes
Experience buttery notes upon entry followed by sweet sugar cane, caramel, 
tobacco, leather, honey, and dark chocolate with elements of raisin and 
fig. The finish has a decadent dark chocolate character with brown sugar, 
smokiness and underlying oak notes that make myers’s a genuine original 
that stands the test of time

Country of Origin 
Jamaica

Abv% 
40%

bottle Size 
70cl, 1L

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM



Country of Origin 
Trinidad

Abv% 
43%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 
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rUm

Jung & Wulff 
Trinidad No.1 
Luxury rums from the far reaches of the globe.
masterpieces of blending that are authentic to their origins. Jung and Wulff is 
named in honour of Luis Emmanuel Jung and Frederick A Wulff, a partnership 
with historic links to the Sazerac House in New Orleans.

Trinidad No.1
Jung and Wulff Trinidad No. 1 is a blend of rums aged from 3-15 years from 
Trinidad, all distilled from molasses in a mix of pot and column stills. The 
rums are aged in Trinidad’s tropical climate in ex-bourbon casks in semi-open 
warehouse. There is no sugar added to this rum.

Tasting notes
Jung & Wulff Trinidad is an 86 proof medium bodied, silky rum. The entry 
taste gives an impression of moderate age and medium-level oakiness. 
midpalate the flavor turns deeply spicy. Its circular evolution hits highlights of 
fruit, spice, vegetation and earthiness, all at the optimum moments so that 
the final impression is of seamless quality.

Awards/Commendations
rated 5/5 Stars by Paul Pacult

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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rUm

Jung & Wulff 
Guyana No.2 
Luxury rums from the far reaches of the globe.
masterpieces of blending that are authentic to their origins. Jung and Wulff is 
named in honour of Luis Emmanuel Jung and Frederick A Wulff, a partnership 
with historic links to the Sazerac House in New Orleans.

Guyana No. 2
Jung and Wulff Guyana No. 2 is a blend of rums aged from NAS-15 years old 
from Guyana, all distilled from molasses in a mix of pot and column stills. 
The rums are primarily aged in Guyana’s tropical climate in lightly used ex-
bourbon casks. There is no sugar added to this rum.

Tasting notes
Jung & Wulff Guyana is an 86 proof rum with a beguiling flavor profile. 
The toasted opening is rich and creamy in texture that is confectionary at 
entry; then roasted and bittersweet, slightly smoky, with an undercurrent 
of grassiness at the midpalate; and its finish keeps revolving. It makes a 
spectacular sipping rum.

Awards/Commendations
rated 5/5 Stars by Paul Pacult

Country of Origin 
Guyana

Abv% 
43%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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rUm

Jung & Wulff 
Barbados 
No.3 
Luxury rums from the far reaches of the globe.
masterpieces of blending that are authentic to their origins. Jung and Wulff is 
named in honour of Luis Emmanuel Jung and Frederick A Wulff, a partnership 
with historic links to the Sazerac House in New Orleans.

Barbados No. 3
Jung and Wulff barbados No. 3 is a blend of rums aged from NAS-15 years old 
from barbados, all distilled from molasses in a mix of pot and column stills. 
The rums are primarily aged in barbados’ tropical climate in lightly used ex-
bourbon casks in a semi-open warehouse. There is no sugar added to this 
rum.

Tasting notes
Jung & Wulff barbados is an 86 proof full-bodied, buttery aged rum. Early on 
the palate is a range of tastes from dark chocolate, to dried fruits, to burnt 
sugar. Creamy and robust, it is more bittersweet than sweet, deeply cocoa-
like and deliciously rich. It is a powerful yet elegant rum true to barbados.

Awards/Commendations
rated 5/5 Stars by Paul Pacult

Country of Origin 
Barbados

Abv% 
43%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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Trash & 
Treasure  
Spiced Botanical 
Rum
Take what you know about rum and throw it in the 
trash, because the trash is where we found our best 
idea yet. We took the things no-one wanted and made 
them into something no-one could ignore. We took 
dandelion roots, over-ripe bananas and discarded 
citrus and transformed them into something delicious, 
Trash & Treasure Botanical Spiced Rum.
We take a weed, the dandelion. Once mature, we harvest, dry and roast 
the root to create a uniquely british spice. We extract the flavour from 
our botanicals using white Jamaican rum in two ways. Firstly, our roasted 
dandelion root is distilled with over-ripe brown bananas, orange peel waste, 
farm-grown lemon verbena and spices including smoky black cardamom, 
cinnamon and sichuan peppercorn.

Tasting notes
Fresh orange and grapefruit erupt from the glass, with aromas of sponge 
pudding, caramel and honey
A soft and creamy sweetness with a delicious combination of dandelion & 
sichuan spice, vanilla and cinnamon
A super tasty finish with a toasted earthiness, hints of vanilla, banana and 
orange

Awards
Stakeholder management Footprint Drinks Sustainability 

Award
2020

Waste Prevention & 
management

Footprint Drinks Sustainability 
Award

2020

Country of Origin 
UK

Abv% 
40

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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SHOTS 

Antica 
Sambuca 
Antica Sambuca is produced in line with a traditional 
recipe; using only premium Star Anise, blended with 
exceptionally smooth neutral spirit, sugar and water. 
The result is a deep, rich taste; a truly exceptional 
Sambuca.
Antica Sambuca is produced by the Dal Toso family; Francesco, Nicola and 
Patrizia work tirelessly to carry on the high standards of distillation started by 
Francesco’s father, Sante, in the 1920s. Their dedication can be seen through 
their family mantra “may love and commitment constantly feed each other to 
produce outstanding results” – and we say, long may that continue.
See the brand come to life at www.AnticaSambuca.co.uk or go to  

 AnticaSambuca  AnticaSambucaUK.

Tasting notes
Antica Sambuca is a sweet and natural spirit obtained from the distillation 
and infusion of star anise, fruits and herbs.

Awards
Gold "best Anise Spirit" - World Liqueur Awards 2016
Gold medal - International Wine and Spirit Competition 2015
Gold medal - The Liqueur masters 2014

Country of Origin 
Italy

Abv% 
38%

bottle Size 
5cl, 50cl, 70cl, 1.5L

bottles per Case 
60, 6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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SHOTS

Burst 
The Burst brand is all about most intense explosions of 
natural flavour and energy.

The brand includes an extensive array of flavours that continues to grow. 
burst is the premier good-tasting liqueur, ideal tor mixing or shooting. It is 
vibrant and bursting with mouthwatering flavours. Try all the great tasting 
ways to enjoy your favoruite burst flavours.
burst will create a flavour frenzy whether you enjoy it as a chilled shot, on the 
rocks, or mixed. Enjoy and drink responsibly.
Available in a range of flavours.

www.99brandparty.com

Category Data:
value -24.4% mAT. On-Trade -28.8% mAT. Off-Trade +25.1% mAT.
volume -14.5% mAT. On-Trade -28.7% mAT. Off-Trade +15.9% mAT.

Country of Origin 
USA

Abv% 
15%

bottle Size 
5cl, 70cl

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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SHOTS 

Fireball 
World famous, award winning “ice cold shot”, Fireball 
cinnamon whiskey needs no introduction. This liquid 
gold was created by a bartender during one of the 
coldest Canadian winters on record, attempting to 
warm himself up by blending cinnamon with smooth 
Canadian whiskey. Instead they ended up creating 
America’s new favourite liqueur. Many have tried to 
copy, but Fireball remains the best and original ice 
cold shot, here to fuel your fire. 
Described as “the most successful liquor brand in decades” by bloomsburg 
business Week- and it's easy to see why. Fireball has blazed a trail of success 
across America before the flames leapt over to UK shores.
Find out more at www.FireballUK.com or get in touch 

 FireballUK or  FireballOfficialUK.

Tasting notes
A mixture of intense cinnamon at the front, with subtle sour cinnamon at the 
back. The intensity slowly drops leaving a refreshing, almost menthol-like 
taste at the back. 

Awards
Silver medal, "Highly recommended" bTI best buy bar Competition 2019 
Silver medal, "Highly recommended" International review of Spirits 2020 
Gold best Alcoholic mini bottle Three Affiliated Tribes 2020

Country of Origin 
Canada

Abv% 
33%

bottle Size 
5cl, 20cl, 70cl & 1L 

bottles per Case 
120, 48, 8, 6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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SHOTS

Firefly 
Moonshine 
Distilled out of South Carolina, Firefly Moonshine is an 
authentic southern spirit that delivers a raw and rustic 
drinking experience.

At the Firefly Distillery, the batches run slow and small to ensure quality and 
purity. It is a constant, hands-on operation with someone always tending 
the stills, testing the distillation runs and tasting the spirits. The end result is 
Firefly moonshine. 

Tasting notes
Apple Pie      
Apples, cinnamon,  flavour of raw corn whiskey.  Perfect for those who prefer  
caramel and pie-crust  Surprisingly silky for the  their alcoholic drinks a bit  
deliver all the components  Abv.  sweeter without an artificial  of apple pie in 
one, toasty  taste.  shot.

Cherry White Lightning
The cherry flavour is zingy.  A bite of the all-American  100.7 proof - just the 
right  apple pie you won't soon forget  number to release the true  Sip it slowly 
to savour. 

Country of Origin 
USA

Abv% 
29.1% - 50.35% 

bottle Size 
75cl

bottles per Case 
12

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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SHOTS

Sheep Dog 
SIT. STAY. DRINK.

Blending peanut butter with whiskey? We thought the idea 
sounded a little nutty too. But it’s high time a whiskey was 
bred to take the party to the next level. Grab a bottle of 
Sheep Dog Peanut Butter Whiskey, break away from the 
pack and woof down some good times.

Tasting notes
The aroma is peanut butter, vanilla, and caramel corn with whiskey 
undertones. Additional time in the glass brings out butterscotch notes. The 
thick syrupy entry is candy sweet with simple syrup, orange, and vanilla 
frosting flavour. Caramel corn arrives building to a peanut butter peak. It 
fades with vanilla and butterscotch Lifesaver flavour. The sweet finish is warm 
and semi-dry with a mild sting leaving vanilla, peanut butter pulp, caramel, 
butterscotch, subtle oak, coffee, and whiskey taste.

UPS
Flavoured Whiskey Is Outpacing Overall Whiskey Growth

20% + Of Flavoured Whiskey Growth in the latest 12 weeks was driven by 
Peanut butter Whiskey in the US

Peanut is a top 5 flavour trend in the UK (black Swan, 2020)

Country of Origin 
USA

Abv% 
35%

bottle Size 
70cl, 5cl

bottles per Case 
12

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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SHOTS

Tijuana 
Sweet Heat 
Agave-infused tequila that goes down smooth and heats 
things up.

Tijuana Sweet Heat is gold tequila infused with 100% agave nectar and 
blended with carefully selected spices. 
Find out more at www.TijuanaSweetHeat.com.

Tasting notes 
Smooth, sweet with a fiery bite.

Country of Origin 
Mexico

Abv% 
35%

bottle Size 
75cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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SHOTS

Tequila Rose
Tequila Rose is the original and world's No.1 strawberry 
cream liqueur. 

Tequila rose is a silky smooth pairing of rich strawberry cream and the 
thrilling bite of tequila. best served as a chilled shot, but there are countless 
ways to get your rose on. mix it in everything from delicious cocktails to adult 
milkshakes, or use it to add a slight strawberry kick to cakes, coffee, or cocoa. 
Tequila rose is as versatile as it is delicious.

Tasting notes 
Smooth pairing of strawberry cream & the bite of tequila

Country of Origin 
UK

Abv% 
15%

bottle Size 
5cl, 50cl, 70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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Tuaca 
Tuaca is an enticing blend of Italian Brandy, Mediterranean 
Citrus and Vanilla Spice. It has a storied history with a 
recipe that remains much the same as when it helped fuel 
the Italian Renaissance. Tuaca is a fine spirit with subtle 
notes of vanilla and citrus, hints of butterscotch, cola, 
dried fig and other flavors that reveal themselves uniquely 
to each individual drinker. The result is a complex and 
versatile flavor that can be enjoyed chilled or used to bring 
new life to your favorite cocktail.

Legend has it that the liquid was first blended to commemorate Lorenzo de 
medici. remembered as The magnificent, Lorenzo ruled over Florence, Italy 
in the 15th century and was a generous benefactor to artists who ultimately 
defined this remarkable time. The resulting recipe created in his honor has 
since survived more than 500 years.
The fine brandy used to make Tuaca comes from a town east of roma named 
Anagni, known for producing some of the finest grapes in Italy.
In the 1930s, brothers-in-law Gaetano Tuoni and Giorgio Canepa recreated 
the recipe and named it Tuaca, a combination of their last names. And During 
World War II, American servicemen stationed in Livorno, Italy discovered the 
unique flavor of Tuaca and searched for it, albeit in vain, upon their return to 
America. In the late 1950s, an astute importer from San Francisco brought 
Tuaca to the United States to begin its reign as the perfect spirit to turn an 
ordinary night into one you will remember forever.
brandy comes alive when wine is distilled. Traditionally poured neat, it’s 
no wonder our blend serves perfectly in a shot glass. Though you can find 
brandy across the winemaking world, ours is proudly Italian and finished 
with citrus and vanilla. That’s why it brings a surprising twist to traditional 
brandy cocktails. For those looking to try a brandy blend that’s anything but 
ordinary, Tuaca, and then...
For more information visit www.Tuaca.com.

Tasting notes 
A smooth, complex taste that delivers an intriguingly spicy, fruit-based flavour 
with subtle hints of hazelnut, coconut and cocoa.

Country of Origin 
Italy

Abv% 
35%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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SPECIALITIES

Bittermens 
Handmade cocktail bitters.

bitters are making their mark on the cocktail scene. In cities like New 
York, boston and San Francisco, cocktail enthusiasts and bartenders are 
rediscovering long lost recipes and coming up with new signature flavours 
which help create the palate of the New American Cocktail.

Xocolatl Mole ‘Elemakule Tiki 
Dark, earthy chocolate notes paired with cinnamon A taste of the islands, the 
‘Elemakule Tiki bitters and other warm spices. Inspired by the classic were 
designed to work in complex tiki drinks, mole sauces of mexico, this bitter was 
originally bringing familiar flavours to the mix without designed to pair with 
aged tequila, but we have dominating the overall profile. Cinnamon, clove, 
found that it works beautifully with aged rum, allspice and a variety of citrus 
flavours are bourbon and rye as well. We’re big fans of putting supported 
by cardamom and classic bitter herbs. It 10 drops in an old fashioned or 
manhattan. also works beautifully in warm drinks, toddies and mulled wine. 

Hopped Grapefruit 
Hellfire Habanero Shrub Designed to enhance young (silver) rums, tequilas 
and mezcal, the hopped grapefruit bitters work Instead of making a berry 
shrub or an orange well in cocktails when you need a little citrus shrub, why 
not make a hot pepper shrub? Our punch. Try it in a daiquiri, gimlet, or even a 
gin and Hellfire is a blend of peppers, spices and red wine tonic (with a splash 
of maraschino). vinegar... Designed for cocktails, though we have been known 
to dash some on eggs or oysters! 
Also available: boston bittahs, burlesque bitters, Orange Cream Citrate, 
Orchard Street Celery Shrub, buckspice Ginger, Krupnik Honey Tea, New 
England Spiced Cranberry, Scarborough, Transatlantic Aromatic, and Winter 
melon.

Country of Origin 
USA

Abv% 
44 - 53%

bottle Size 
14.6cl

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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SPECIALITIES

Caffè  
Borghetti 
A classic Italian liqueur obtained from real  
espresso coffee. 
Its flavour is typically Italian, characterised by a special blend of the best 
Arabica and robusta coffee beans from different countries around the world.
It is still made to the recipe created over 150 years ago by bar owner Ugo 
borghetti in 1860. He first served this liqueur to customers at the Cafe Sport, 
near Ancona railway station, to celebrate the opening of the railway line 
between Pescara and Ancona. Still to this day it is the best selling coffee 
liqueur in Italy.

Tasting notes:
An extremely smooth flavour with strong, dark roasted coffee notes and 
smoky with a hint of mocha.

Serving Suggestion
Shake over ice & serve for the perfect espresso martini  
every time

Awards
best Coffee – World Liqueur Awards 2018

best Coffee – World Liqueur Awards 2019

Country of Origin 
Italy

Abv% 
25%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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SPECIALITIES

Herbsaint 
Herbsaint is an anise flavoured liqueur.

Created by J. marion Legendre in New Orleans during the  
1930s as a replacement for absinthe; which was banned at the time in 
America.

Tasting notes 
Herbsaint has a delectable taste with flavours of anise, mint, fennel and star 
anise.  It has a refreshing quality with a sweet, liquorice finish.

Country of Origin 
USA

Abv% 
50%

bottle Size 
75cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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SPECIALITIES

Goldschläger 
Shimmering and bold, Goldschläger is the favorite 
cinnamon liqueur with real gold flakes. 
The German word Goldschläger refers to the gold-leaf makers who beat bars 
of soft gold into wafer-thin sheets. The authentic cinnamon schnapps with 
floating flakes of real 24-carat gold. Created in Switzerland, these feather-
light, palatable gold flakes add an exciting visual experience to the flavorful 
taste experience of Goldschläger in a cocktail or as a chilled or straight shot. 
A perfectly smooth straight serve, it can also be used to create other uniquely 
flavoured cocktails. It's origin dates back over 400 years to a drink called 
Goldwasser. It came in different forms but was prominently a root and herbal 
liqueur. Goldwasser was famous for containing flakes of real gold.

Tasting notes
Goldschläger combines a sweet and luscious cinnamon taste with sensational 
spicy flavours that linger, delivering an intense hot bite to finish

Country of Origin 
Switzerlans

Abv% 
43.5%

bottle Size 
75cl

bottles per Case 
6 

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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SPECIALITIES

Lazzaroni 
Amaretto 
Lazzaroni Amaretto is the authentic Italian Amaretto. 
This classic liqueur is the only Amaretto made from an infusion of the famous 
Amaretti di Saronno biscuits, achieving a distinctively rich flavour and aroma.
Lazzaroni Amaretto has been produced and bottled since 1851 in the Italian 
town of Saronno, where it was developed by Paolo and Davide Lazzaroni.

Tasting notes
rich with caramel, marzipan, honeycomb and toffee notes.

Awards
Gold medal (93/100), Exceptional - The beverage Testing Institute (bTI) of 
Chicago 2013

Country of Origin 
Italy

Abv% 
24%

bottle Size 
50cl, 70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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SPECIALITIES

Lazzaroni 
Limoncino 
A typical Mediterranean liqueur, still made today 
according to our original recipe from the last century, 
through the infusion of non treated lemon peals. 
Serve ice-cold straight after a meal or add to long drinks, fruit salads and ice 
creams.

Tasting notes
bright aromas and flavours of lemon zest and oil. Long finish with notes of 
honey and lemon gelato. A sensationally vibrant and pure limoncello.

Country of Origin 
Italy

Abv% 
32%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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SPECIALITIES

Lazzaroni 
Maraschino 
Lazzaroni Maraschino is one of the oldest liqueurs 
produced by Lazzaroni. 
In the company archive recipes and labels date back to 1860. The product has 
been sold through the years not only as a liqueur but also as an ingredient in 
the food industry. best enjoyed within cocktails.

Tasting notes
Lazzaroni maraschino is made from marasca Cherries, including the crushed 
pits which give the liquor a subtle bitter almond flavour with a full lingering 
smell of cherry and typical sweet taste of the ripe fruit.

Country of Origin 
Italy

Abv% 
32%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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SPECIALITIES

Ming River
The original Sichuan Baijiu.
A traditional Sichuan baijiu that’s produced at the oldest distillery in China, 
which began producing baijiu in 1573. ming river used sorghum grain 
fermented with wild yeast and other microorganisms for two to three months 
in earthen pits. most mash is then recycled into the next batch with fresh 
grain to develop distinctive flavours over time. The mash is batch-distilled in 
a traditional Chinese pot-still and rested for at least two to three years. Their 
master blender then balances the complex flavours to perfection. ming river 
seeks to introduce baiju to a new audience of cocktails-lovers, championing 
Chinese spirit education and engaging the international spirits community. 
ming river is 45% Abv and can be consumed neat as a traditional baijiu or in a 
wide-range of cocktails.

Tasting notes
Nose: Green apple peel and tropical fruit - papaya, guava and melon.  Palate: 
Pineapple, anise, spicy pink peppercorn and dried hay.  Finish: Long and 
earthy.

Awards
Double Gold - International Spirits Challenge 2020

Country of Origin 
China

Abv% 
45%

bottle Size 
75cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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SPECIALITIES     

Peychaud's 
Bitters
The classic New Orleans bitters and an essential 
component of the official Sazerac™ cocktail.
Peychaud's bitters was originally created around 1830 in New Orleans, 
by creole apothecary Antoine Amédée Peychaud. It has been a legendary 
favourite ever since.

Tasting notes
Peychaud’s bitters is sweet with slight hints of cherry, clove and nutmeg on 
the nose.

Country of Origin 
USA

Abv% 
35%

bottle Size 
14.8cl

bottles per Case 
12

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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SPECIALITIES     

Regans’ 
Bitters
A subtle and complex bitters, made with orange, 
cardamom and coriander. 
Cocktail guru, Gary 'Gaz' regan, created this essential cocktail ingredient, 
based on a recipe from Charles baker's 1930s book ''The Gentleman's 
Companion''. Gary has perfected it after the 6th attempt.

Tasting notes
Spicy and rich in character; it'll bring any cocktail to life.

Country of Origin 
USA

Abv% 
45%

bottle Size 
14.8cl

bottles per Case 
12

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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SPECIALITIES

Sebor 
Absinth 
An authentic, handmade asbsinth.
made with the highest level of Artemesia Absinthium (grand wormwood) 
legally allowed in the UK and no artificial colours or flavours.

Tasting notes
A herbal aroma of rich anise with hints of menthol, mint and eucalyptus with 
a smooth aniseed and liquorice flavour supported by fennel, angelica and 
mint.

Country of Origin 
Czech Republic

Abv% 
55%

bottle Size 
50cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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SPECIALITIES

Volare
A range of award-winning flavoured liqueurs.
Developed by the Antiche Distillery and World bartending Champion Jamie 
Stephenson, volare liqueurs provide versatility and dynamism. The secret of 
volare’s success is world class liquid at market beating prices. The bottle is 
designed with flair in mind; the base is perfectly weighted in relation to the 
neck and shoulders providing balance and poise. volare is available in a range 
of different flavours.  
Distinguished by the revolutionary Pro-Pour system – an integrated, 
retractable, speed pourer. This has been exclusively developed for Hi-Spirits. 
The result is increased efficiency, hygiene and versatility.

Find out more at www.VolareCocktails.it

Available in: 
Amaretto, Apricot brandy, banana, blackberry, blue Curaçao, blueberry, 
butterscotch, Cassis, Cherry brandy, Cinnamon red, Coconut, Crème de 
Cacao brown, Crème de Cacao White, Espresso Coffee, Forest Fruit, Green 
melon, Grenadine, Kiwi, Limoncello, Lime, Lychee, Passion Fruit, Peach, 
Peppermint Green, Peppermint White, raspberry, red bitters, Sour Apple, 
Sour Grapefruit, Simple Syrup, Strawberry, Triple Sec, vanilla, Watermelon.

Country of Origin 
Italy

Abv% 
0 - 27%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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SPECIALITIES

Warner's 
0% Botanic 
Garden Spirits 
Juniper Double Dry
When you’re after a non-alcoholic tipple, we reckon 
you can do better than half a pint of squash. If 
you’re gonna have a drink, make it a proper drink. 
Over two years in the making, Warner’s 0% is jam-
packed packed full of flavour; a whopping 90% of 
the ingredients are from right here on our farm. Our 
0% Juniper Double Dry is the perfect twin to a tonic: 
herby, aromatic & zesty, pairing spicy cinnamon and 
cardamom with fresh lemon verbena and lemon 
thyme.
0& alcohol spirit made using our Falls Farm spring water, natural botanical 
distillates and extracts of lemon verbena, lemon thyme, myrrh, wormwood 
and yarrow

Tasting notes
Nose: Fresh herbal and pine aromas with hints of rose, lavender and pink 
pepper
Palate: Soft and herbaceous with cardamom and mouth-watering citrus to 
compliment
Finish: A gentle, woody flavour gives way to cinnamon

Awards
master -The Low & No masters 2021

Country of Origin 
UK

Abv% 
40

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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SPECIALITIES

Warner's 
0% Botanic 
Garden Spirits 
Pink Berry
When you’re after a non-alcoholic tipple, we reckon 
you can do better than half a pint of squash. If 
you’re gonna have a drink, make it a proper drink. 
Over two years in the making, Warner’s 0% is jam-
packed packed full of flavour; a whopping 90% of 
the ingredients are from right here on our farm. Our 
0% Pink Berry is a delicious non-alcoholic alternative 
to a fruity or pink gin: fragrant & tangy, combining 
raspberries and blackcurrant sage with a kick from 
chilli, ginger and Szechuan pepper.
0% alcohol spirit made using our Falls Farm spring water, natural botanical 
distillates and extracts of raspberry, blackcurrant sage, ginger and chilli

Tasting notes
Nose: Berry notes explode on the nose followed closely by Szechuan 
pepper and hints of candyfloss, citrus and chamomile
Palate: A bold fruity, floral and sweet profile with discernible raspberry, 
strawberry and blackcurrant flavours
Finish: Finishes with a sweet spice and ginger kick

Awards
Gold -The Low & No masters 2021

Country of Origin 
UK

Abv% 
40

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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TEQUILA & mEZCAL

Corazón 
Corazón Tequila is made from 100% Blue Agave from the 
Highlands of Jalisco in Mexico, considered the best area for 
growing agave.

Produced at Casa San matias, a family own distillery with over 130 years of 
tequila making expertise. A single estate tequila with real heart, every bottle 
of Corazón Tequila is rooted in family and tradition. It is this authenticity that 
produces a tequila highly acclaimed for quality at a great price.
See the brand come to life at www.TequilaCorazon.com. 

Blanco
Non Aged Tequila.
Delicate pineapple fruit notes and a peppery snap at the finish. Full agave 
aroma.

Reposado 
Aged for 6-8 months in American Oak.
Clean, spicy and woody, complex undertones of dried fruit, caramel and 
toasted brioche.

Añejo 
Aged for 16-18 months in American Oak.
Captures the natural essence of the oak, possessing a rich complexity with 
hints of vanilla, almonds and spice.

Awards
bronze medal - San Francisco World 
Silver medal - San Francisco World Spirits Competition 2018 
World’s best Tequila - World Tequila Awards 2016

Country of Origin 
Mexico

Abv% 
40%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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TEQUILA & mEZCAL

Pueblo Viejo 
Pueblo Viejo is 100% agave tequila made in the highlands 
of Jalisco at Casa San Matias distillery.

100% agave tequila made from blue weber agave made in Casa San matias' 
own fields. the agave is matured for 7-10 years before being harvested by 
hand. The heart of the agave is roasted in ovens to convert starches into 
sugars. These agave hearts are then crushed in a roller mill and pressed to 
release the agave juice which is mixed with spirng water. This mix is combined 
with natural yeast which convert the sugars into alcohol, this liquid is then 
distilled. The tequila is then either rested in steel vats or aged in wooden 
barrels made of American Oak and French Oak.

Pueblo Viejo Blanco
It has a bright and sweet scent, and it is light with predominantly herbal and 
vegetal notes.  As a result from the slow cooking of the agave, it delivers a 
smooth herbal flavor with fine citric touches. A secondary flavor present is 
carmel, and it closes with a little spice on the end.

Pueblo Viejo Reposado 
It has a straw color and is clean and transparent with golden-green shade. 
Pueblo viejo reposado is light on the pallet. For the taste, the caramel aroma 
of cooked agave remain. Also it has hints of butter and ripe fruit; in addition 
to pepper and cinnamon flavors that gives it a slight spice. It has subtle floral 
aromas of citric blossoms, butter, and ripened fruit.

Pueblo Viejo Anejo 
Its soft orange color resembles a mild sunset. Pueblo viejo Añejo features a 
sweetness of sugary seeds, vanilla, and toasted almond. Oak as well as spices 
such as pepper and cinnamon are present to the taste and smell. The finish is 
that of the sweetness of oak, vanilla, dried fruit, and dark chocolate.

Country of Origin 
Mexico

Abv% 
37% - 38%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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TEQUILA & mEZCAL

Expresiones 
del Corazón 
Expresiones del Corazón is a result of a collaboration 
between some of the biggest names in the tequila and 
whiskey industry; Sazerac and Corazón.

Produced at Casa San matias distillery which was founded in 1886. Agave 
for the Expresiones is specifically selected from two parcels of land from the 
highland of Jalisco. Combining this with the character of once used bourbon 
barrels, the result is a complex and interesting range of tequila.

Old Rip Van Winkle Aejo 
Expresiones Del Corazón is a limited release 100% blue agave tequila aged for 
23 months in Old rip van Winkle bourbon barrels.

Tasting notes
A seriously smooth integration of tequila and bourbon flavours with creamy 
notes of oak, almond and vanilla.

BuffaloTrace Reposado
Sourced form the highlands of Jalisco, this 100% blue agave tequila is gently 
aged in buffalo Trace barrels for just over 10 months.

Tasting notes
This tequila is dry and spicy, and has a real sense of the bourbon that used 
this cask before it, with undertones of caramel, vanilla and cinnamon.

Country of Origin 
Mexico

Abv% 
40%

bottle Size 
75cl 

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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TEQUILA & mEZCAL

San Matias  
Tahona Blanco
San Matias Tahona is 100% agave tequila made in the 
highlands of Jalisco at Casa San Matias distillery.

100% agave tequila made from blue weber agave made in Casa San matias' 
own fields. the agave is matured for 7-10 years before being harvested by 
hand. The heart of the agave is roasted in ovens to convert starches into 
sugars.
For the Tahona tequilas, these agave hearts are then crushed to release 
the agave juice using the traditional tahona method,using a tahona stone. 
A centuries old process, and how tequila as first made. The agave juice is 
mixed with water and this mix is combined with natural yeast which convert 
the sugars into alcohol, this liquid is then distilled. The tequila is then either 
rested in steel vats or aged in wooden barrels made of American Oak and 
French Oak. Pueblo viejo reposado is aged for 9 months in American Oak 
barrels.

Tasting notes
San matias Tahona is bright and clean. The taste showcases pure citrus, white 
flowers, and an intense cooked agave.For the aftertaste, there is a presence of 
citrus blossoms and a hint of pink pepper. The aroma is Incredibly sweet, with 
mineral notes. Finally, it is smooth with no bitterness.

Awards
World Tequila Awards best blanco 2018
Los Angeles International 
Spirits Competition

Gold 2018

Ultimate Spirits Challenge 94 Points 2018
China Wine and Spirits Awards Gold 2018

COUNTrY OF OrIGIN 
Mexico

Abv% 
38%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6 

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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TEQUILA & mEZCAL

San Matias  
Gran Reserva
San Matias Gran Reserva is a luxury 100% agave tequila 
made in the highlands of Jalisco at Casa San Matias 
distillery.

Gran reserva was the first extra anejo tequila made in mexico, made to 
celebrate the 100 year anniversary of Casa San matias.
100% agave tequila made from blue weber agave made in Casa San matias' 
own fields. the agave is matured for 7-10 years before being harvested by 
hand. The heart of the agave is roasted in ovens to convert starches into 
sugars. These agave hearts are then crushed in a roller mill and pressed to 
release the agave juice which is mixed with spirng water. This mix is combined 
with natural yeast which convert the sugars into alcohol, this liquid is then 
distilled. The tequila is then either rested in steel vats or aged in wooden 
barrels made of American Oak and French Oak. Gran reserva Extra Anejo is 
aged for 36 months in French Oak barrels.

Tasting notes
Its has bright amber color. High bodied with orange highlights and strong 
copper hues; with predominant chocolate an vanilla flavors coming from 
the oak. Wood and dried fruits aromas such as apple and sweet pear can be 
perceived. Palate confirms chocolate and vanilla flavors as well as presence 
of almonds and roasted hazelnut. Long lasting end an sweet and ripe fruit 
flavors.

COUNTrY OF OrIGIN 
Mexico

Abv% 
38%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6 

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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TEQUILA & mEZCAL

San Matias  
Rey Sol
Rey Sol is a luxury 100% agave tequila made in the 
highlands of Jalisco at Casa San Matias distillery.

rey Sol was Created to honour the mastery of the sun, the decanter for this 
extra anejo tequila was made by Sergio bustamente, famed mexican artist.
For over 130 years, the family-owned Casa San matías distillery has been 
perfecting the art of tequila production. It is the first tequila company to be 
recognized as a “Great Place to Work” and has been granted Gender Equity 
model certification. Casa San matias is also environmentally responsible, as 
part of the UN carbon footprint programme and using a biodigester in the 
distillery.
100% agave tequila made from blue weber agave made in Casa San matias' 
own fields. the agave is matured for 7-10 years before being harvested by 
hand. The heart of the agave is roasted in ovens to convert starches into 
sugars. These agave hearts are then crushed in a roller mill and pressed to 
release the agave juice which is mixed with spirng water. This mix is combined 
with natural yeast which convert the sugars into alcohol, this liquid is then 
distilled. The tequila is then either rested in steel vats or aged in wooden 
barrels made of American Oak and French Oak. rey Sol is aged for 6 years in 
French Oak barrels.

Tasting notes
rey Sol has an intense transparent amber color with orange copper 
highlights. It is full bodied with unforgettable oak, chocolate, and vanilla 
aromas. The scents continue with hazelnut, roasted almonds, and dried plum. 
The predominant flavors are that of vanilla and caramel. It finishes with a long 
lasting end of chocolate and almond.

COUNTrY OF OrIGIN 
Mexico

Abv% 
38%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6 

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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TEQUILA & mEZCAL

Monte Alban 
Monte Alban Mezcal is a truly authentic Mexican spirit. 
made in mexico and distilled from the Agave plant using centuries-old 
traditions and techniques, each bottle contains the famous Agave worm.
mezcal is tequila’s ‘big brother’. Almost 500 years ago Spanish conquistadors 
looking for a rum substitute began distilling an Aztec soft drink made from 
the Agave plant. They ended up with a premium spirit called mezcal.

Tasting notes
Golden, pale, amber colour. Smoky agave, grilled pineapple and prairie fire 
aromas

COUNTrY OF OrIGIN 
Mexico

Abv% 
40%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6 

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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TEQUILA & mEZCAL

Montezuma 
Montezuma Tequila is a true gem among tequilas, 
with its clean and crisp flavour profile that delivers a 
refreshing taste with every sip. 
made from 100% blue agave, this premium tequila is perfect for mixing 
in cocktails or enjoying straight up. montezuma Tequila is a versatile and 
luxurious addition to any bar, with its distinctive aroma and delicious taste. 

Tasting notes
A clear spirit with creamy vanilla and dried flower aromas. The initial taste 
of Creme Anglaise hits the palate with a continuation of vanilla and dried 
flowers. On the finish, a hint of roasted pepper with a hot white pepper fade.

COUNTrY OF OrIGIN 
Mexico

Abv% 
40%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6 

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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vODKA

FRÏS Vodka 
Crafted at chilled temperatures for a crisp, smooth 
vodka 
FrÏS vodka is pronounced “frees”. The name “Frïs” links the Swedish word for 
"freezing" and the Danish word for "ice." The name refers both to Scandinavia 
and to its patented process of freeze filtration. FrÏS vodka is four times 
distilled. Utilizes a patented Freeze Filtered Process (at -15°C) that removes 
impurities. The distilled spirit is blended with purified Danish water (100% 
from groundwater), resulting in a vodka with an exceptional taste.

Tasting notes
Clean, crisp & smooth taste.

Abv% 
37.5%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6 

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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vODKA

Wheatley 
Vodka 
Distilled a total of 10 times, triple filtered, and bottled at 
41%, this artisanal vodka has a clean crisp and fresh 
taste. Made at the World’s Most Awarded Distillery - 
Buffalo Trace - and crafted in small batches, Wheatley 
offers a delicate and balanced flavour profile.
Craft Distilled by master Distiller Harlen Wheatley and his dedicated team at 
the Distillery, Wheatley vodka is made in small batches using Harlen’s one of a 
kind micro-still and a unique recipe of wheat and other grains. Distilled a total 
of 10 times, triple filtered, and bottled at 82 proof, this artisanal vodka has a 
clean, crisp, and fresh taste.  Harlen has always wanted to make a premium 
vodka and knows from experience that wheat offers a delicate and balanced 
flavour profile. The wheat recipe is cooked, fermented, and distilled seven 
times on the micro-still before being married with a recipe made from other 
grains and distilled an additional three times. As Harlen describes it, "This is 
how vodka is supposed to taste."

Awards
Gold medal - Denver International Spirits Competition 2020
Silver medal - San Fransisco World Spirits Awards 2019

Country of Origin 
USA, Kentucky

Abv% 
41%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6 

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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WHISKEY

Buffalo Trace 
Buffalo Trace Kentucky Straight Bourbon is the 
flagshipBourbon from the most awarded distillery in 
the world.Ancient buffalo carved paths through the 
wilderness that led American pioneers and explorers 
to new frontiers. One such trail led to the banksof the 
Kentucky River where Buffalo Trace Distillery has been 
making bourbon whiskey the same way for more than 
200 years. 
In tribute to the mighty buffalo and the rugged, independent spirit of the 
pioneers who followed them, we created our signature buffalo Trace Kentucky 
Straight bourbon Whiskey.Handcrafted usingthe finest Kentucky and 
Indiana corn, selected rye andsuperior malted barley. Aged in new American 
oak barrels,buffalo Trace is generally accepted to be the most roundedof 
bourbons. It’sperfectly balanced flavour of sweet, smokeand spice leave a 
smooth, long finish; simply everything youcould desire in a bourbon.
For more information visit www.buffaloTrace.co.uk  
or get in touch  @buffaloTraceUK.

Tasting notes
This deep amber whiskey has a complex aroma of vanilla, mint and molasses. 
Pleasantly sweet to the taste with notes of brown sugar and spice that give 
way to oak, toffee, dark fruit and anise. This whiskey finishes long and smooth 
with serious depth.

Awards
2020 Gold medal -World Whiskies Awards 
2020 Silver medal -San Francisco World Spirits Competition 
2019 Gold medal; 91 points -beverage Testing Institute 
2019 Silver medal -New York World Spirits Competition 
2019 Silver Outstanding -Whiskies of the World 
2019 Double Gold medal -North American bourbon & Whiskey Competition 
2019 Gold medal -Los Angeles International Spirits Competition

Country of Origin 
USA 

Abv% 
40%, 45%

bottle Size 
35.7cl, 70cl, 1.75l

bottles per Case 
12, 6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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WHISKEY

Benchmark 
In 1773, three McAfee Brothers named James, George 
and Robert left Virginia westward to explore the 
uncharted territory that would later become known 
as Kentucky. Traveling by canoe at first, the McAfee 
Company eventually followed a native trail overland 
that led to the great buffalo crossing, where the 
brothers surveyed the land now home to the world’s 
most award-winning distillery –Buffalo Trace Distillery. 
The surveyor marks left behind are known as benchmarks and this bourbon 
whiskey honours the pioneering spirits of these early American explorers.
Despite its entry-level bourbon price tag, this bourbon is nothing to be 
scoffed at. For over 200 years, the buffalo Trace Distillery has been defined 
by a dedication to one craft; making fine bourbon whiskey, and this is no 
exception. Gently aged in new American oak barrels for up to four years, this 
rye recipe Kentucky Straight bourbon delivers incredible flavour.

Tasting notes
The nose bears caramel notes with a delicate stone-fruit backdrop. A robust 
and sturdy palate with some fine leather notes mingling with dry tobacco, a 
touch of oak and a hint of dried cherries. The finish is smooth and calming.

Awards
Silver medal - New York World Spirits Competition 2019
Silver Outstanding - Whiskies of the World 2019
Silver medal - North American bourbon & Whiskey Competition 2019
Gold medal - Los Angeles International Spirits Competition 2019 
Silver medal - San Francisco World Spirits Competition 2019
Silver medal - Denver International Spirits Competition 2019

Country of Origin 
USA

Abv% 
40%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM



Country of Origin 
USA

Abv% 
45%

bottle Size 
70cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 
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WHISKEY

Eagle Rare 
Eagle rare bourbon Whiskey is masterfully crafted and carefully aged for no 
less than ten years. Every barrel is discriminately selected to offer consistent 
flavour but with a seemingly individual personality. Eagle rare is a bourbon 
that lives up to its name with its lofty, distinctive taste experience.

Tasting notes
The nose is complex, with aromas of toffee, hints of orange peel, herbs, 
honey, leather and oak. The taste is bold, dry and delicate with notes of 
candied almonds and very rich cocoa. The finish is dry and lingering.

Awards
2020 Silver medal -San Francisco World Spirits Competition
2019 Silver medal -New York World Spirits Competition
2019 best in Class/Gold Outstanding Whiskies of the World
2019 Silver medal -North American bourbon & Whiskey Competition
2019 "best of Category" -Los Angeles International Spirits Competition
2019 Gold medal -American Whiskey masters

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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WHISKEY

White Dog 
White Dog is the affectionate name given to new-make 
spirit often known as 'moonshine'. This raw, high proof 
spirit coats the mouth with sweet corn and vanilla.

In Kentucky, buffalo carved a pathway followed by America’s first explorers. 
Those brave pioneers distilled ‘whiskey’ using traditional methods and drank 
it right off the still. This raw distillate was clear, un-aged and had a hint of 
sweet corn.
For more information visit www.buffaloTrace.co.uk

Tasting notes
Sweet aroma, with a slight burn. The corn coats the tongue with oil and 
vanilla.

Country of Origin 
USA

Abv% 
62.5%

bottle Size 
37.5cl

bottles per Case 
12

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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WHISKEY

W.L. Weller 
W.L. Weller 12yr. The original wheated bourbon.

W.L. Weller is a deep and complex wheat bourbon named after William 
Larue Weller, a pioneering bourbon whiskey distiller in the early days of the 
bluegrass state. As part of the wheated bourbon family, this twelve year old 
W.L. Weller is aged far longer than most wheated bourbons. 
For more information visit www.buffaloTrace.co.uk.

Tasting notes 
A smooth, easy-going and balanced bourbon with a beautiful deep bronze 
colour. makes this whiskey great for sipping.
Awards
2020 Silver medal - San Francisco World Spirits Competition
2020 Silver medal - World Whiskies Awards
2019 Silver medal - New York World Spirits Competition
2019 Gold medal - Whiskies of the World
2019 Double Gold medal - North American bourbon & Whiskey Competition
2019 Silver medal - Los Angeles International Spirits Competition
2019 Silver medal - American Whiskey masters
2019 Double Gold medal - San Francisco World Spirits Competition

Country of Origin 
USA

Abv% 
45%, 53.5% 

bottle Size 
75cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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WHISKEY

Antique Collection 
Released only once per year, in very limited quantities, the highly anticipated Antique Collection consists of five of the most 
awarded whiskeys in the world. 

In Kentucky, buffalo carved a pathway followed by America’s first explorers. Those brave pioneers distilled ‘whiskey’ using traditional methods and drank it right off 
the still. This raw distillate was clear, un-aged and had a hint of sweet corn.Paying homage to true bourbon aristocracy; the whiskeys are named after legends, who 
over the years, have transformed the industry as we know it. 
For more information visit www.buffaloTrace.co.uk 

George T. Stagg 
Proof for release: 124.9 
proof Year of Distillation: 
Spring of 2003 Product 
age: 15 years, 4 months 
Evaporation loss: 
51.15% 

Tasting notes
Dark chocolate, 
espresso and tobacco 

Awards
2019 Gold medal - Los 
Angeles International 
Spirits Competition
2019 Chairman's Trophy 
- 98 points - Ultimate 
Spirits Challenge

William Larue Weller 
Proof for release: 125.7 
proof Year of distillation: 
Winter of 2006 Product 
age: 12 years, 6 months 
Evaporation loss: 
56.90% 

Tasting notes
Dried fruit, fig, 
caramelised vanilla 

Awards
2019 Gold medal - Los 
Angeles International 
Spirits Competition

Eagle Rare 17yr 
Proof for release: 101 
proof Year of distillation: 
Spring 2000 Product 
age:  18 years, 4 months 
Evaporation loss: 
89.50% 

Tasting notes
Toasted oak, coffee, 
spearmint and 
butterscotch 

Awards
2020 Double Gold 
medal; "best Small 
batch bourbon 11 
Years and Older" - San 
Francisco World Spirits 
Competition
2019 - 92 points 
- Ultimate Spirits 
Competition

Sazerac 18yr 
Proof for release: 
90 proof Year of 
distillation: Spring of 
1998 Product age: 18 
years Evaporation loss: 
72.70% 

Tasting notes
Dark chocolate, tobacco 
and cinnamon 

Awards
2019 best rye, 11 Years 
and Over - Jim murray's 
Whisky bible

Thomas H. Handy 
Proof for release: 128.8 
proof Year of distillation: 
Spring of 2012 Product 
age: 6 years, 4 months 
Evaporation loss: 
25.50% 

Tasting notes
Allspice, teaberry and 
clove

Awards

Country of Origin 
USA

Abv% 
Varies per year

bottle Size 
75cl

bottles per Case 
3

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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WHISKEY

Old Rip Van Winkle 
Our legendary Pappy.

This entire endeavor started with one man and his philosophy of product over profit. Julian “Pappy” van Winkle hadn’t always planned to enter 
the bourbon business, but his impact on the industry continues to be felt four generations later. 
As he put it, he “simply tried to be honest and make a good product.” It was that simple to him, and it has stayed that simple for more than 100 
years. 
For more information visit www.buffaloTrace.co.uk

Old Rip Van WInkle 10yr 
The extra aging gives 
this older whiskey the 
smooth, mellow flavour 
that blends well with 
the barrel proof. The 
wheat in the recipe is 
quite obvious as this 
delightful bourbon 
passes over your tongue. 

Van Winkle Special 
Reserve 12yr 
The 12 years of aging 
and medium proof of 
90.4 gives van Winkle 
Special reserve the 
perfect combination 
of age and proof. This 
sweet, full bodied 
whiskey has been 
described by some as 
"nectar.".

Pappy Van Winkle's 
Family Reserve 15yr
The whiskey in 
this bottle was 
produced according 
to an exclusive family 
wheated recipe and was 
specially selected from 
barrels in the heart of 
the Pappy warehouses 
in Kentucky. 
It's remained 
undisturbed for 15 years 
to age in deep-charred 
heavy oak.

Pappy Van Winkle's 
Family Reserve 20yr
Pappy van Winkle's 
Family reserve is aged 
an unheard of 20 years, 
and bottled at 90.4 
proof, the result is this 
wonderfully smooth and 
rich whiskey. 
No other bourbon today 
can stand 20 years of 
aging, but this bourbon 
does it with style. 

Pappy Van Winkle's 
Family Reserve 23yr 
Only the most careful 
and expensive distilling 
method can be used 
to create a whiskey as 
special as this one. 
These barrels were 
carefully selected 
from the heart of the 
warehouse after twenty 
three years of aging. 
This signature whiskey is 
best enjoyed neat.

Country of Origin 
USA

Abv% 
45.2 - 53.5% 

bottle Size 
75cl

bottles per Case 
3

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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WHISKEY

Stagg Jr. 
White Dog is the affectionate name given to new-make 
spirit often known as 'moonshine'. This raw, high proof 
spirit coats the mouth with sweet corn and vanilla.

In Kentucky, buffalo carved a pathway followed by America’s first explorers. 
Those brave pioneers distilled ‘whiskey’ using traditional methods and drank 
it right off the still. This raw distillate was clear, un-aged and had a hint of 
sweet corn.
For more information visit www.buffaloTrace.co.uk

Tasting notes
Sweet aroma, with a slight burn. The corn coats the tongue with oil and 
vanilla.

Awards
Double Gold medal - San Francisco World Spirits Competition 2020
Gold medal - New York World Spirits Competition 2019
Gold medal - Whiskies of the World 2019

George T. Stagg built the most dominant American distillery of the 19th 
century, during a time known as the Gilded Age of bourbon. Uncut and 
unfiltered, this robust bourbon whiskey ages for nearly a decade and boasts 
the bold character that is reminiscent of the man himself.

Tasting notes
rich, sweet, chocolate and brown sugar flavours mingle in perfect balance 
with the bold rye spiciness. The boundless finish lingers with hints of cherries, 
cloves and smokiness.

Awards
2020 Great value; Tried & True Award; Top 100 Spirits Ultimate Spirits 
Challenge
2020 Double Gold San Francisco World Spirits Competition
2020 master American Whiskey masters
2020 Gold North American bourbon and Whiskey Competition

Country of Origin 
USA

Abv% 
62.5%

bottle Size 
75cl

bottles per Case 
12

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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WHISKEY

1792 
The unique mash bill contains more rye than most;  
resulting in a full-bodied, complex taste with a distinctively 
smooth pour.

barton 1792 Distillery was established in 1879 and continues today as the 
oldest fully-operated distillery in bardstown. 
For more information visit www.buffaloTrace.co.uk.

Tasting notes
Unmistakable spice mingles with sweet caramel and vanilla to create a 
bourbon that is incomparably brash and bold, yet smooth and balanced.

Awards
Gold medal International Whisky Competition 2020
Gold medal San Francisco World Spirits Competition 2020
World Whisky Of The Year Jim murray’s Whisky bible 2020
Gold Los Angeles International Spirits Competition 2019

Country of Origin 
USA

Abv% 
62.5%

bottle Size 
75cl

bottles per Case 
12

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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WHISKEY

E.H. Taylor, Jr. 
Colonel E.H. Taylor is known as one of the founding 
fathers of the bourbon Industry, a true bourbon aristocrat 
who was responsible for linking the classic and modern 
eras of bourbon making.

This whiskey pays tribute to the man who purchased what is now the buffalo 
Trace distillery back in 1870. His dedication to distilling helped develop inno.
vative techniques, that are still used today, including the climate controlled 
warehouses. 

Single Barrel 
This single barrel bourbon whiskey is aged exclusively in warehouse C; built 
by Taylor back in 1881. It’s a true sipping bourbon.

Tasting notes 
The aroma carries lightly toasted oak, with dried figs and butterscotch. 
Flavours of sweetness balanced with tobacco 
and dark spices. The finish is just long enough to prepare the palate for 
another sip.
Awards
2020 Gold medal - San Francisco World Spirits Competition
2019 Silver Outstanding medal - Whiskies of the World
2019 best of Category - Los Angeles International Spirits Competition

Country of Origin 
USA

Abv% 
50% 

bottle Size 
75cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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WHISKEY

Sazerac Rye 
This straight rye whiskey has a mellow, amber colour 
which belies the strong, spicy initial flavour hit, which is 
softened with subtle aromas of caramel and vanilla.

Sazerac rye Whiskey symbolizes the tradition and history of New Orleans. rye 
Whiskey that dates back to the 1800’s, around the time when saloons, veiled 
as Coffee Houses, began lining the streets of New Orleans. 
For more information visit www.buffaloTrace.co.uk

Tasting notes
Aromas of clove, vanilla, anise and pepper. Subtle notes of candies, spices and 
citrus. The big finish is smooth with hints of liquorice.

Awards
91 points - "best buy" - Wine Enthusiast magazine, Feb
2019 Silver medal - San Francisco World Spirits Competition
2018 Silver medal - New York International Spirits Competition
2018 Silver medal - North American bourbon & Whiskey Competition
2018 Gold medal - Los Angeles International Spirits Competition
2018 Gold medal - San Francisco World Spirits Competition
2018 Trophy Finalist; "Great value;" "Tried & True" - 94 points - Ultimate 
Spirits Challenge

Country of Origin 
USA

Abv% 
45%

bottle Size 
75cl

bottles per Case 
6

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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WHISKEY

Paddy 
Paddy is a triple-distilled, blended, Irish Whiskey, made 
from a unique blend of pot still, malt and grain whiskeys.

Paddy owes its name to the legendary distillery salesman, Paddy Flaherty. 
Famed throughout his native county Cork for buying rounds of his favourite 
tipple, he became so synonymous with the whiskey he sold, that in 1913 
the distillery owners paid him the ultimate tribute by renaming the whiskey 
'Paddy' in his honour. 
For more information visit www.PaddyWhiskey.com 

Tasting notes
Paddy is a soft and mellow whiskey with a sweet, malty finish. Enjoy it neat, 
on the rocks or mixed.

Awards
PADDY IrISH WHISKEY NAmED bEST bLENDED WHISKEY

Paddy Irish Whisky Wins Two Medals at 2020 International Whisky Competition

Country of Origin 
Ireland

Abv% 
40%

bottle Size 
70cl

vITAL STATISTICS 

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
Sazerac United Kingdom 60 marina Place | Hampton Wick | Surrey KT1 4bH. Tel: +44 (0)1932 252100

UNITED KINGDOM
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WHISKEY

Paul John 
Hailing from the tropical shores of Goa, along the west 
coast of India, comes the Paul John single malts, a golden 
spirit of brilliance, from John Distilleries. 

Established in 1996, John Distilleries grew to be a leading spirit company 
within less than a decade, not just in India but across the globe. Under 
the commanding guidance of mr. Paul P John, the company owns a strong 
portfolio of brands in various categories including whiskies, brandy and 
wines. Driven by the zest to break conventions, Paul P John, set out to 
penetrate the highest strata of the world of whisky to create a niche of his 
own, with the Paul John Indian Single malts.

Nirvana
Nirvana arouses the senses with a soft whiff of bourbon, fruitcake and an 
enticing caramel pudding. The honeycomb sweetness gently touches the 
palate with a mild salt-tinged barley while the succulent vanilla heralds the 
honeyed finish of this rich copper whisky, assuring sublime experiences 
beyond the worldly realm.

Brilliance 
All the brilliance of Goa is bottled up in this Single malt, with sparkling hues 
reminiscent of sun-kissed beaches. The six-row barley for this whisky comes 
from the foothills of the Himalayas. brilliance is matured in bourbon casks, to 
give you absolute sensory delight it couldn’t gather more brilliance than this!

Edited 
Edited is for the extraordinary, we have poured all our mastery into crafting 
this Single malt. The hint of peat has been skilfully created from discreetly 
chosen cask profiles, to delight the true whisky connoisseur.

Bold 
bold is a journey that leads you down the unexplored, unchartered terrains 
of Goa. It offers you a slice of its best-kept secrets, unravelling the mysteries. 
This expression invites you to leave the trail, tread the path less taken and 
plunge headlong into the delicious depths of Goa.

Nirvana
Gold medal The World Whisky masters 2020

Brilliance
Category Winner World Whisky Awards 2020
Gold Award Spirits Selection 2019

Edited
best Indian Whisky Tokyo Whisky Spirits Competition 2019
Gold medal michelangelo Award 2019 - South Africa

Country of Origin 
India

Abv% 
40-46%

bottle Size 
70cl 

vITAL STATISTICS 
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SPECIALITIES

The Last 
Drop Distillers 
In 2008, three veterans of the spirits trade decided to pool 
their secrets.

Founded by Tom Jago, James Espey and Peter Fleck, veterans of the spirits 
industry, The Last Drop Distillers is the World's most exclusive spirits 
collection. rare Spirits Hunters, we seek out unique casks of old and 
exceptional spirits to find something truly wonderful for the delectation of 
connoisseurs and epicureans. 
For more information visit www.lastdropdistillers.com.

For further information, please contact your local Sazerac Key Account manager. 
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